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Deriving cell survival curves from the overall responses of irradiated
tumours: Analysis of published data for tumour spheroids
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Summary Curves of growth delay (GD) or 'cure' after graded doses of radiation have been analysed for 16
lines of human and animal tumours grown as multicellular spheroids in vitro. Dose-survival curves were
derived for those cellular units from which spheroids regrow after unsuccessful irradiation (spheroid-
regenerating cellular units, SRU). For 10 sets of data from 6 spheroid lines, the Do's and extrapolation
numbers of the SRU derived by GD could be compared with the response of the clonogenic cells of the
spheroids. For Do, a good correlation (r=0.910) was found between the two; this was true also for Do
derived from curves of spheroid 'cure' (7 sets of data from 6 spheroid lines) and clonogenic cells (r=0.986).
Using GD, the correlation of extrapolation numbers was less good (r=0.682), the values for SRU commonly
being higher than those for clonogenic cells. This may reflect features of the growth curves of spheroids after
the lower range of doses of radiation. For human and animal tumour spheroids of 250 tm or less, derived Do
ranged from 0.5 to 2.5Gy. For spheroids of 350pm or more, derived Do for animal tumour lines ranged
from 3.4 to 4.2Gy, for human lines from 1.5 to 2.1 Gy.
Several attempts have been made to infer the radiobiological
characteristics of the cells (tumour-regenerating cellular
units; TRU) that determine whether in situ tumours regrow
or not after irradiation. Deductions have been made from
the overall responses of populations of tumours, i.e. from the
shapes of dose-response curves for delay in tumour regrowth
(e.g. Thomlinson and Craddock, 1967; Denekamp and
Harris, 1975) or for tumour local control (e.g. Suit, 1966;
Moore et al., 1983). There exist a few experimental studies
on macroscopic tumours in which good agreement has been
found between the Do's for clonogenic cells and values for
TRU derived from local control, e.g. for the RI rhabdo-
myosarcoma made artificially hypoxic by clamping
(Rheinhold & de Bree, 1968). However, in most cases the
derived Do for TRU has been 2 to 3 times higher than that
for clonogenic cells of tumours treated either 'in air' (Moore
et al., 1983) or clamped (from an analysis of data quoted by
Moulder & Rockwell, 1984). Although, in principle, an
equation between the overall response of a macroscopic
tumour and the response of its clonogenic cells may be
realisable, heterogeneity in number of TRU, degree of
oxygenation, repair capabilities, and possibly in some cases
radiation dose received, will usually result in derived values
of Do that are systematically higher than those for
clonogenic cells. Additionally, as noted most recently by
Wheldon et al. (1985), the outcome of these calculations for
tumours in situ may be complicated by factors such as the
tumour bed effect, possible immunological responses, and
the maximum size that tumours can be allowed to attain in
experimental animals. It was suggested that tumour
spheroids growing in vitro might be particularly suitable
experimental models in this context, for studying the primary
features of cell and tumour response uncomplicated by the
above factors (Moore & Hendry, 1984; Wheldon et al, 1985).
In the last few years, a number of studies of spheroid growth
delay have been published. The present communication
analyses data for regrowth of tumour spheroids after
irradiation, derives 'cell survival curves' therefrom, and
compares these with survival curves for clonogenic cells from
irradiated and subsequently disaggregated spheroids.
Methods
The following simplifying assumptions were made, following
Wheldon et al. (1985): (i) that the number of spheroid-
regenerating cellular units (SRU) within a spheroid at the
time of irradiation is proportional to its volume at that time.
(ii) that the rate of growth of a spheroid or of its regrowth
after irradiation is the same, i.e. there are no dose-dependent
effects other than a G2 block that causes an initial delay in
the regrowth of the SRU population. (iii) that part at least
of the observed curve of regrowth in volume versus time
after irradiation can be approximated by a single exponential
function and that this function also describes the regrowth of
the constituent SRU from the initial number that survived
irradiation. Thus, the extrapolation of such curves back to
zero time is an indication of the relative number of surviving
SRU and hence the surviving fraction of SRU for a given
dose of radiation. To examine the effect of an initial block
of SRU in G2, a mitotic delay of I hGy of radiation was
assumed and the fitted regrowth curves shifted toward the
ordinate by the appropriate amounts for each dose.
From published graphs of spheroid volume versus time for
untreated spheroids and for spheroids regrowing after graded
doses of radiation, values of volume were read off (or
converted to volume if necessary) and expressed as a
proportion of the volume at day zero. A decision was made
by inspection in each case as to which range of time points
constituted exponential growth: in spheroids as in tumours,
growth rate may decline at large volume (e.g. West et al.,
1984). This procedure generated a family of curves, for each
of which a best-fit slope was obtained using a minimum chi-
square method (Gilbert, 1969). The slopes of the different
curves in an experiment were fitted either independently, or a
common slope was found for all curves (from which an
average volume doubling time (VDT) could be calculated).
The back-extrapolates of these fitted curves for the different
doses gave the surviving fractions (SF) of SRU. This is
similar in principle to the back extrapolation of total cells in
culture, shown to give values of SF comparable to those for
clonogenic cells (Nias & Fox, 1968). In turn, SF was plotted
as a function of radiation dose used in the GD experiment
and a single-hit, multitarget model (Gilbert, 1969) was
applied to the data. The program calculated a best-fit curve
and yielded values for the reciprocal of the final exponential
slope (Do) of the curve and its extrapolation number (E).
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The same model was used to analyse curves of survival of
clonogenic cells that had been irradiated in situ in the
spheroid, which was then disaggregated either immediately
or at some time thereafter. The majority of examples
analysed here were for spheroids of 250pm or less in
diameter, for which the clonogenic cells had monophasic
survival curves. For the present comparative analysis, the
curves for SRU and clonogenic cell survival in larger
spheroids have also been treated as monophasic. This
procedure will tend to underestimate the true final Do of a
biphasic curve, such as was fitted by West et al. (1984) to
the survival curve for clonogenic cells of 600pm diameter
spheroids of V79-379A cells.
Results
To our knowledge, only two publications give values for
both spheroid growth delay (GD) and survival of clonogenic
cells after several graded radiation doses (West et al., 1984;
Rofstad et al., 1986). However, other publications contain
GD curves that may be analysed to determine the range of
values for sensitivity of SRU to be expected from this
method. These are shown in Table I, together with details of
experimental procedure.
In the study of West et al. (1984), spheroids were
disaggregated immediately after irradiation, while Rofstad et
al. (1986) varied disaggregation time between immediately
and 18 h after irradiation. We have adopted the 18 h values
from the latter experiments as this had been used previously
in an analysis of spheroid 'cure' data from Rofstad et al.
(Moore et al., 1987). However for all tumour lines analysed
here from both studies, repair of potentially lethal damage
by clonogenic cells was said not to occur, i.e. the time of
disaggregation did not change the shape of survival curves
for clonogenic cells. The relationship of Do for clonogenic
cells from spheroids and Do derived from growth delay
curves, is shown in Figure la for the common-slope fits. For
the ten sets of data for 6 different tumour lines there was
a significant correlation (r=0.910, P=0.00013). The
assumption of a G2 block had relatively little effect on the
results (r=0.943, P<0.00001; Figure la). The correlation
between the two was less good when the Do's for SRU had
been obtained by independently fitting the slopes of the
regrowth curves in an experimental group (r=0.607,
P=0.415, excluding the implausible value of 25.1 Gy in
group W6). In previous studies, we analysed the relationship
of Do for spheroid clonogenic cells to the Do derived from
dose-incidence curves of spheroid 'cure', over comparable
ranges of high dose (Moore & Hendry, 1984; Moore et al.,
1987). These seven sets of data have been included in Figure
1a; the correlation for these data alone was r=0.986,
P<0.0001. For the combined data for local control and
growth delay (common-fit), r=0.912, P<0.0001, the slope
was insignificantly different from 1 (1.14, 95% c.1. 0.86 and
1.43) and the origin insignificantly different from 0
(-0.0396, 95%c.l. -0.7 and 0.5).
The correlation of E for clonogenic cells and for SRU
measured by growth delay, was poor (r=0.682, P=0.015).
The derived values for SRU were very commonly higher
than those for clonogenic cells (Figure lb). Broadly,
although not universally, survival curves derived from the
back-extrapolates of independently-fitted curves had lower
Do's and higher extrapolation numbers than those where a
common fit was applied (Table I). This could occur because
of relatively shallow slopes for curves of regrowth after low
or moderate doses of radiation (tending to increase the SF
derived from the back extrapolation and hence the size of
the shoulder region of the derived survival curve for SRU),
or relatively steep slopes for regrowth after high doses. For
the first four authors in Table I, and taking all regrowth
curves into consideration, the VDT of spheroids regrowing
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Figure 1 (a) Relationship of Do for SRU derived from curves
of spheroid growth delay (squares) or 'cure' (circles). Enclosed
letters and numbers are keyed to Table I. Error bars are 1 s.e. of
the mean; where not shown, errors were smaller than the
symbols. Lines are least-squares linear regression fits to: GD
data, not including the effect of a G2 block ( ), GD
data, including the effect of a G2 block (- ), cure data
), GD data (no block) plus cure data (. );
(b) Relationship of extrapolation number E for SRU derived
from GD curves (log scale), and E for clonogenic cells (linear).
Dashed line is the curve for equal values of E between 1 and 5.
Details as for (a).
after irradiation was 41% higher than that of untreated
controls. If, arbitrarily, these mixed data were divided into
dose ranges, the relative VDT's were: for 0.5-3.0Gy, 1.20;
3.5-6Gy, 1.55; 6.5-9.OGy, 1.40; and 9.5-2OGy, 1.11. The
limitations to the validity of this exercise are obvious, but
the evidence at present favours increased VDT's at moderate
doses, and VDT's comparable to those of controls at high
doses (for which the GD's are longest).
Values of Do and E for SRU derived from all published
GD data of which we are aware, and of Do for SRU derived
from 'cure' data, have been plotted as a function of spheroid
size (Figure 2a, b). Values for Do ranged from 0.5Gy
(225pm diameter spheroids of human neuroblastoma) to
4.2Gy (620pm spheroids of V79-171 Chinese hamster cells).
In the GD studies of West et al. (1984), a trend was evident
for derived Do's of SRU to increase with increasing spheroid
size, seen most clearly for the rapidly-growing spheroids of
V79-379A cells (VDT=1.7 days at 600pm diameter). With
four exceptions, derived values of E fell within the range of 2
to 6. The exceptions, found in spheroids of 250pm or less,
ranged between 17 and 85 (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2 (a) Relationship of Do for SRU derived from GD or
,cure' curves, to the mean diameter of the spheroids at the time
of irradiation. Details as for Figure 1(a).; (b) Relationship of the
extrapolation number E of SRU derived from GD curves (log
scale), to the mean diameter of the spheroids at the time of
irradiation (linear). Enclosed letters and numbers are keyed to
Table I.
Discussion
Multicellular spheroids grown in vitro are a tumour model in
which variation in the subjects to be irradiated and
irradiation conditions can be closely controlled (e.g. Durand,
1975; 1980). They should therefore be better models than
macroscopic tumours to test rigorously how close is the
correlation between overall response and clonogenic cell
survival. Previous analyses of the shapes of curves of
spheroid 'cure' versus dose for six different cell lines, yielded
Do's for SRU only 20% higher on average than those for
clonogenic cells (Moore & Hendry, 1984; Moore et al., 1987;
and Figure la, this paper). However, such studies can deal
only with doses that are high in the context of spheroid cell
survival. In order to generate a 'full' survival curve for TRU
(e.g. Denekamp & Harris, 1975) or SRU (e.g. Wheldon et
al., 1985), analysis is made of curves of regrowth in volume
after radiation. We have shown for spheroids growing in an
air- or oxygen-equilibrated environment, that there was a
good relationship between the final Do's for curves of
survival of clonogenic and those for SRU derived from GD,
when a common exponential slope was fitted to all the
regrowth curves in a given experimental group. Notably in
the series of West et al. (1984), the method reflected well the
increase of Do of V79 clonogenic cells from 2 to 4Gy as the
spheroids enlarged (Figure la). Smaller differences in Do
were less well resolved, e.g. for the eight sets of results where
clonogenic cell Do fell between 1 and 2Gy, r=0.456,
P=0.128.
The above method of fitting regrowth curves imposed
assumptions (ii) and (iii) (see Methods) on the data. It has
already been noted that even in spheroids, systematic
variations --appear to -exist-- in rates of regrowth after
irradiation, being slower after moderate than after high
doses. One possible explanation is that observed regrowth
after lower doses is the product of incomplete clearance of
dead cells and limited growth of 'doomed' cells (e.g. Thames
et al., 1986), in addition to clonal regrowth over the size
range permitted by the assay conditions. If this surmise is
correct, this artefact may limit the utility of low-dose
regrowth curves in some spheroid lines. Fitting a common
slope to all curves or setting all curves to the control growth
rate minimises this effect and Wheldon (1980) has noted that
relatively small changes in slope estimates (imposed in this
case) should contribute only linearly to the error in the
estimate of log survival of SRU.
A second potential source of systematic error is the
assumption that clonal regrowth is initiated immediately
after irradiation. We calculated the effect of a dose-
dependent mitotic delay and found relatively little influence
on derived Do (Figure la). However, Durand (1975)
observed an apparently dose-dependent delay of up to 3 days
in the regrowth of clonogenic cells of V79-171 spheroids.
This would tend to lower the derived surviving fraction of
SRU at high doses. However, he also found that clonal
regrowth rate may be faster after high doses, so that the time
to recovery to pre-treatment size would be somewhat
reduced and the back-extrapolate of the subsequently-
measured regrowth curve raised, tending to increase the
derived surviving fraction.
This analysis of published data for multicellular spheroids
demonstrates that in the majority of cases, overall response
to radiation (growth delay or cure) reflects quantitatively the
radiosensitivity of clonogenic cells. The value of such
information is two fold. Firstly there is the interest of the
relationship between different biological endpoints. Secondly
it suggests an alternative approach to assay by clonogenic
cell survival, for estimating the radiosensitivity of primary
human tumour material. Such determinations are often
hampered by inadequate cell yields, low plating efficiencies
and problems in the production of single cell suspensions.
Not all spheroid lines are suitable for the present type of
analysis, notably those in which volume does not decrease
after irradiation in GD experiments but instead increases at
a progressively slower rate with dose (see, for example, West
et al., 1984; Evans et al., 1986). However, with such lines,
the 'cure' endpoint might still be employed to estimate the
survival characteristics of the SRU. Thus in those tumours
for which there are no direct means of determining the
radiosensitivity of clonogenic cells, the overall response to
radiation of their spheroids might be usefully employed.
The authors are supported by the Cancer Research Campaign (UK).
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